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Abstract. The research aims to determine “the Impact of Scientific 
Creative Thinking Skills on Scientific Process Skills”. Thus, the research 
was performed with 24 teacher candidates in the control group and 24 
teacher candidates in the experimental group in the second class of the 
Department of Science Teaching in a university in Istanbul Province. In the 
experimental group of the research, the laboratory program to be designed 
by the researchers on the basis of scientific discussion and research; and in 
the control group, the conventionally designed laboratory program were 
applied for an academic semester. The research data was gained through 
“Scientific Creativity Test” to be developed by Hu and Adey [14] and 
adapted by Kadayıfçı [16]; “Scientific Process Skills Test” to be developed 
by Okey, Wise and Burns, and adapted by Geban, Aşkar and Özkan into 
Turkish. The conclusions to be reached by the research are in favour of the 
experimental group and the last application, and it has positive impact on 
the opinions of the teacher candidates related with the development of the 
scientific creativity skills.
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1 Introduction 
According to the “Global Competitiveness Report 2012” that is annually published by the 
World Economic Forum, Turkey is ranked as 59th among 142 countries and it is lower than 
the average [3]. The indicators referring to the innovation and entrepreneurship are defined 
with the levels of creativity. In order to develop a new and important product for the 
innovation, the creativity skill is required. The formation of a “new” product means that its 
use should be “something different” from previous usages. On the other hand, it complies 
with the “benefit” or “value” feature of the creativity in terms of the innovation. For the 
innovation, in the theoretical meaning, there at least should be the solution to a problem 
(like non-existence of a certain product in the market) [31]. All the innovative approaches
start with a creative idea [10]. The creativity and the innovation are the effective method of 
teaching providing a constructivist learning environment that is required for the active 
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participation and integration of new information with previous learnings for the students to 
use their cognitive processes and skills [32]. The development of creative and innovative 
skills are in central importance in the education and these skills ensure a strong relationship 
between the information and the learning, so the innovative teaching is required for the 
creative learning [13]. The creativity contains the science and daily life [12]. Since, the 
problem solving, formation of a hypothesis, test design, technical innovations need certain
form of the creativity [15]. According to Kocabas [19], the scientific creativity means the 
motivation for scientific researches, formulation of the research problems through the 
information, forming a comprehensive general field for the solution of a scientific problem, 
the skill of searching complying with the causes and similarities, and detailed search 
patience with the strength. Park [26] states the scientific creativity on three dimensions 
which are creative thinking, scientific information and scientific research and inquiry skills. 
On the other hand, Zhang, Liu and Lin [33] mention the crucial existence of some basic 
features like internal motivation, autonomy and initiative for the scientific creativity, 
together with their insufficiency, alone. Alexander (1992) and Amabile (1987) stated that 
all the creativities have their certain field of impact and components, so it is necessary to 
distinguish the scientific creativity from general creativity [quoted by 15]. Likewise, Hu 
and Adey [14] also mentioned that the scientific creativity is a special need other than usual 
creativity tests, so they developed “the scientific creativity model” unique to the field. The 
scientific creativity model to be formed by Hu and Adey [14] on the other hand, consists of 
three dimensions which are the process, characteristic and product. According to Demir [9],
“The scientific creative thinking skill: It can be defined as a skill of thinking providing the 
formation of numerous original ideas in various fields for the solution of a problem for 
which the solution is required by the individual, with an innovative and interdisciplinary 
approach including the science, technology and art (aesthetics). With reference to this 
definition, the scientific creativity is considered as a multi-dimensional and equipped field 
ensuring either uniqueness to the field or the aesthetic approaches of various disciplines to 
bring together under the same roof.”     

When the research based learning is considered for the development of the scientific 
process skills, the interaction of them will be quite effective on the science education [28].
Likewise, the study of Ünal Çoban [30] indicated that the scientific process skills of the 
science teaching candidates dramatically changed with the laboratory activities on the basis 
of research and inquiry which are reinforced with the argumentation. The scientific process 
skills are necessary for the scientific creativity and creative thinking [23]. Meador [22]
emphasizes that thinking and discussing like a scientist are necessary for the scientific 
process skills and creativity, and the creative thinking and the science process skill are one 
in another, so the scientific creativity skills of the individuals who use the scientific process 
skills are better. Aktamış and Ergin [2] define the scientific process skills as the 
requirement for all people in the society to be a scientific reader and the people having 
these skills use them to solve the problems in their daily lives. They also state that the 
creative thinking is again important to notice the problems in the daily lives and the 
scientific process skills and scientific creativity interact with each other in creative thinking 
models. Liang [21] states that many researchers focus on the creative thinking, products and 
processes of the scientists in the researches on the scientific creativity, few researchers 
focus on the creativity of the students. Therefore, it is considered that the number of the 
researches on the scientific creativity of the students, teachers and candidate teachers 
should be increased. With reference to this point, the problem of the research to determine 
“The Impact of Scientific Creative Thinking Skills on Scientific Process Skills”.
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2 Methodology 
It is research model (pattern) that is the research plan to be developed by the researcher to 
control the variance in order to test the hypothesis or to answer the research questions [4; 
5]. The mixed model is a dominant model that provides the qualitative and quantitative 
methods to distinguish, define and unite [24]. This mixed model is used for the research. 
The universe of this research is the 1st and 2nd education programs students in the 
Department of Science Teaching in a university in Istanbul. The working group of the 
research consists of 2nd grade of the Department of Science Teaching of the same 
university. The students selecting this course among candidate teachers in the 1st education 
program formed the control group and the candidate teachers from the 2nd education 
program formed the experimental group. Thus, this research was conducted with 24 
candidate teachers in the control group and 24 candidate teachers in the experimental group 
in the Department of Science Teaching. The program to be developed by the researchers 
was designed with reference to the conventional laboratory program for the control group 
and 5E model on the basis of scientific discussion and research for the experimental group. 

The scientific process skills test was developed by Okey, Wise and Burns in 1985 with 
36 questions with 5 alternative answers for each question; it was translated and adapted by 
Geban, Aşkar and Özkan in 1992, and the test with 0,85 scale reliability was reached by 
[29] and [6]. The reliability factor of this test for present research was 0,76 Cronbach alpha 
and this value is considered as an acceptable value, so the test was applied to the candidate 
teachers in the control and experiment groups as the pre- and post-application.  In the study, 
the reliability factor of the scientific creativity test to be developed originally by Hu and 
Adey [14] with validated 7 open-ended questions was calculated as 0,89 and the reliability 
factor of the test to be adapted by Kadayıfçı [16] was calculated as 0,73. Besides, the 
Cronbach alpha value of the scientific creativity test for the present study was defined as 
0,74 and the test was applied to the control and experiment groups as the pre- and post-
application. In the analysis of the qualitative data to be extracted from the research, the 
usual distribution was firstly considered and “the Scientific Process Skills Test” was normal 
for all four groups. Therefore, the t-test analysis was performed for the measuring tool. In 
addition to all these analysis, the “quantified” qualitative data coming from the pre- and 
post-applications was statistically analysed; first of all, it was determined if the groups 
indicated normal distribution for each measuring tool. Since the data had to be p>0,05, the 
“Quantified” Scientific Creativity Questions were normally distributed for all four groups. 
Since the “quantified” qualitative data for each group was distributed normally, this data to 
be gained was applied t-test. In the research, the scientific creativity test consisting of 7 
open-ended questions and was developed by Hu and Adey [14] was presented as pre- and 
post-application in both control and experiment groups. The data to be taken from all the 
candidate teachers personally was assessed by the researcher with content analysis in terms 
of the qualifications with reference to the fluency, flexibility and uniqueness features of the 
scientific creativity. For the assurance of the reliability of the assessment form of the 
researcher, the assessments of 2 different experts were taken and the compatibility of the 
researcher with the experts were checked as percentage. As a result of the consideration of 
the data to be gained, it was found that the compatibility rates change between 81,63% to 
96,55%, the reliability and the validity of the assessment of the researcher was provided. 
For the test to be applied to indicate the scientific creativity, the assessment criteria to be 
developed by Hu and Adey to assess all three dimensions of the scientific creativity in pre-
and post-applications in the control and experiment groups were followed. 
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3 Findings
Findings from this study are presented in tables and figures (table 3.1.; table 3.2.; table3.3;
table3.4; table3.5.; figure3.1; figure3.2) below.

The fluency points to be gained through first six articles of the scientific creativity test 
from the candidate teachers are given in below table. There is not any data from the 7th 
question on apple picking machine having no fluency criteria, so no data from this question. 

Table 3.1. Fluency Points of the Candidate Teachers from the Scientific Creativity Test

Question1 Question2 Question3 Question4 Question5 Question6
Pre Post Pre Post Pre Post Pre Post Pre Post Pre Post

Control 146 180 136 161 89 85 99 89 79 78 69 55

Experiment 134 222 124 189 79 111 101 147 78 88 43 68

As it is seen on Table 3.1., the fluency grades of 6 questions on the scientific creativity, 
there are findings in favour of the experimental group and the post-application.

The flexibility points to be gained through five articles of the scientific creativity test 
from the candidate teachers are given in below table. There is no flexibility criteria in the 
question 5, there is no data from this question. 

Table 3.2. Flexibility Points of the Candidate Teachers from the Scientific Creativity Test

Question1 Question2 Question3 Question4 Question5 Question7

Pre Post Pre Post Pre Post Pre Post Pre Post Pre Post
Control 62 70 70 57 40 43 47 43 129 117 153 138
Experiment 56 100 60 103 43 71 58 98 99 183 171 237

As it is seen on Table 3.2, the flexibility grades of five questions on the scientific 
creativity, there are findings in favour of the experimental group and the post-application.

The uniqueness points to be gained through the scientific creativity test from the 
candidate teachers are given in below table.

Table 3.3. Uniqueness Points of the Candidate Teachers from the Scientific Creativity Test

Question1 Question2 Question3 Question4 Question5 Question7 Question1

Pre Post Pre Post Pre Post Pre Post Pre Post Pre Post Pre Post

Control 120 129 137 108 71 81 85 78 26 22 96 80 67 55

Experiment 103 199 116 205 78 118 111 190 26 31 72 122 75 97

As it is seen on Table 3.3, the uniqueness grades of all questions on the scientific 
creativity, there are findings in favour of the experimental group and the post-application.

Thus, in order to support these “quantified” qualitative data quantitatively, t-test of the 
scientific creativity test was also performed inside and among the groups. 

Table 3.4. Pre- and Post-Application Findings for Control and Experiment Groups

N Ort. t p
Experiment pre 24 99,67 5,315 0,000

Experiment post 24 137,54

Control pre 24 99,17 0,077 0,939

Control post 24 99,50
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Experiment pre 24 99,67 5,315 0,000
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As it is seen on Table 3.4, the t-test results inside the groups are in favour of the 
experimental group and the post-application, and there is not any difference between the 
pre- and post-application of the control group. 

The below tables present the qualitative findings in relation with the Question 1 “Please 
write the scientific use of a piece of glass as much as possible. For instance, ‘a test tube 
can be made’” for control and experiment groups.  

Table 3.5. Categories to be Generated with reference to the “Piece of Glass Question” in the 
Scientific Creativity Test of Candidate Teachers

Category no Category name
E1 Use for storing
E2 Use for making tests
E3 Use for innovation
E4 General use
E5 Use for physics
E6 Use for chemistry
E7 Use for biology
E8 Use for health / medicine
E9 Interdisciplinary use

E10 Use as a device
E11 Use for research
E12 Other

The answers of the candidate teachers were categorized here. As it is seen on the Table 
3.5, there are 12 categories for this question in total. One of the categories is the “other” 
and the answers which are not considered in other categories with similar characteristics are 
taken into this category. These categories were defined for each answer to be given and the 
category of related answer was indicated next to the answers in the part of the annexes.

Figure 3. 1. Sample of Candidate Teacher having the code of dö14

For the 7th question the scientific creativity test, the categories to be formed by Hu and 
Adey [14] were used. There are 7 categories for this question in total. These categories 
were determined for each given drawing. For each function to be drawn in relation with the 
apple picking machine in the scientific creativity test, 3 point is given. There are 3 
examples from pre- and post-applications of the candidate students either in control group 
or in experiment group.
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Figure 3.2. Drawing of Candidate Teacher having the Code of “dö24”

The candidate teacher having the code of dö24 performed the functions of reaching to 
the apple, finding the apple, picking the apple and placing into the carrying vehicle in this 
figure. 

4 Discussion and conclusion 
The conclusions to be reached by the research are in favour of the experimental group and 
the last application, and it has positive impact on the opinions of the teacher candidates 
related with the development of the scientific creativity skills. According to Kaptan and 
Korkmaz [17], the scientific process required more than organising the observable 
information and if the science is taught with these processes, the students acquire these 
skills and use in daily life, and they have more positive attitudes towards the science and 
their creativity skills develop. The scientific process skills is an approach focusing on the 
arrangement of skills which are the reflection of scientific behaviour, appropriate for 
different science disciplines and transferrable [18]. Likewise, Ewers [11] defines the 
scientific process skills as observation, classification, deduction, estimation, measuring and 
communication; however, he states that these skills provide a ground to scientific 
information, on the other hand, the scientific process skills are not included in science 
courses formally and many science curriculum focus on the content by ignoring how the 
information is developed. 

According to Ferreira [2004], the researchers have defined three main aspects as the 
requirement and complementary component of the scientific education for the development 
of the scientific literacy, being a good tool for understanding the scientific information by 
catching up the changing speed of the information in relation with the mission of the 
scientific process skills in the science education [quoted by 20]. Therefore, it is so 
important for the science education to gain these skills. Likewise, Ongowo and Indoshi [25]
mention that the aim of every science teacher is to promote the development of the 
scientific process skills and the use of these skills provide the students to search the 
important matters in the world and their close environment. One of the basic aims of the 
science education is to develop the scientific thinking and research skills. The scientific 
process skills are generally considered as an approach to be applied in a laboratory, so it is 
a laboratory approach [7]. In addition to the central role of the scientific process skills for 
the “meaningful learning”, it is also the complementary for a scientific education [20]. The 
scientific process skills can also be described as the “learning to learn” determining how the 
learning is formed by using the critical thinking and creative information; learning with 
observation; organising the concepts, truths; assessing the results with reference to certain 
causes and commenting on the results; deduction by estimating the thing to be able to be 
changed [Martin et al., 2001; quoted by 27]. The creative thinking has a complementary 
role for the scientific process for the works in relation with the science and technology [1].
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scientific process skills can also be described as the “learning to learn” determining how the 
learning is formed by using the critical thinking and creative information; learning with 
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Therefore, the scientific creativity (creativity in science) education is considered to be one 
of the most crucial targets of the science curriculum and the content, structure and teacher 
approach of the course should be cared a lot. The creativity is an important aspect of human 
development. The technological developments and the globalisation trends require the 
productive and innovative people for all parts of the life. The education organisations have 
an important place for the development of the creativity skills and capabilities of the 
students and on that point the science education has the largest share for the improvement 
of the creative thinking quality [8].
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